
1.  Skye states, “When you trust someone not to hurt you, red flags look heart-shaped.” Do you agree 

 with her? Why or why not? Have you experienced something similar?

2.  Isaac comments to Maya that he “knew a Jordy once.” Have you ever known a Jordy? How did your relationship  

 with this person affect your life?

3.  Skye starts the story with an independent streak, but as we get to know her, we see that sometimes her independence  

 is a coping mechanism to keep her walls up. Do you think she grows in this area by the end of the story? What is the    

 significance of Maya joining her in London?

4.  Do you enjoy reality TV? Did you expect many of the behind-the-scenes details involved in shooting  

 a reality show? Did any aspect surprise you? Will it change how you watch reality shows in the future?

5.  Maya has an impulsive streak that gets her into trouble more than once. What impulsive choice made you groan the    

 loudest? Did she make any impulsive decisions that actually helped her and Skye? Would you describe Maya’s  

 impulsivity as a flaw or a quirk? How come?

6.  After Skye realizes Maya was telling the truth about Jordy, she experiences some guilt for not believing Maya, when her   

 own system of morality leans decidedly feminist. Have you ever found yourself being a hypocrite like Skye? Why do you    

 think Skye was so reluctant to believe Maya’s version of events over Jordy’s?

7.  At the end of the story, we see Jordy finally getting his public comeuppance.  

 Do you think his reputation will recover? Do you think the ending still counts  

 as happy if it does? Why or why not?

8.  Throughout the book, we discover that Jordy has some good qualities, though   

 they aren’t quite as numerous as his bad ones. Do you think the possession of   

 good qualities—especially at first glance—makes it more difficult to discern  

 whether someone is trustworthy? Have you ever found yourself unsure about   

 someone because their good qualities make it seem as though they deserve  

 more chances than perhaps they do?

9.  Never Ever Getting Back Together features two sapphic main characters, but   

 it does not center homophobia or the struggles that two women dating in the   

 spotlight might come to face. Do you think it is important for queer stories to   

 strive for realism when it comes to real-life struggles, or is there room for  

 books that focus on queer joy? Or do you land somewhere in between?

10.  Maya and Skye each have their own wounds: Maya is extremely sensitive  

 about being judged by others, and Skye deeply fears abandonment. When  

 Maya chooses to stay on the show for another week, she inadvertently triggers   

 Skye’s traumas while trying to avoid her own. Did you relate to Maya or Skye   

 more strongly in this disagreement? Do you think Maya made the right choice   

 in the end? Should Skye have handled things differently? Why?
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